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This report provides an overview of the second National Support for Excellence 
– Peer Review and Development (PRD) Conference, held on Tuesday 19th May
2009 at the Congress Centre in London.
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The conference was chaired jointly by Christopher Lambert, Vice Principal of
City College Norwich, and Chris Payne, CEO of Payne Associates. Together
they set the theme and challenges for the conference, which brought together
155 delegates from across 169 PRD groups that are part of the Support for
Excellence Programme.
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Welcome and introduction

The theme of our conference this

year was ‘Our Future Together’ and

therefore the objectives of the day

were to:

• Celebrate PRD activity

• share experiences with each other

• forge new connections in order to

build a PRD community 

• discuss the future of PRD.

The discussions for the day centred

on impact, rigour and sustainability;

all of these were debated in the

workshops. The key note speaker,

Roger McClure, Chief Executive

LSIS, set out his vision of LSIS and

the challenges faced by the sector. 

In addition to the workshops, this

year we included a fun, interactive

activity: Making Connections; based

on feedback from last year’s

conference that PRD practitioners

were keen to share their experiences

and connect with others outside of

their own groups. The Making

Connections activities therefore,

gave delegates the opportunity to

discuss and debate topics that

mattered most to them. 

Given the interesting juncture 

the programme finds itself at, 

the conference also had a panel of

sector representatives discussing

the future of PRD and taking

questions from the floor.
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Roger McClure 

Roger McClure, the key note speaker,

began the conference on a very

positive note, sharing how impressed

he was with the scale of the SfE

programme, represented by the

large number of people at the

conference and the involvement of a

large number of organisations (808)

in the SfE programme. He reinforced

the point that PRD is exactly the kind

of self-improvement tool that LSIS

supports, in line with their ‘sector-led

sector-owned’ National Improvement

Strategy. Independent evaluation

has shown the programme to be

successful. The LSIS Council is

currently reviewing performance

across all the LSIS programmes; 

the outcome of these discussions

will determine the shape of future

LSIS activities. 

The future for PRD, Roger concluded,

would be about collaborative

development, scaling up PRD

activity across the sector, increasing

penetration in less represented

areas of the sector and analysing

different approaches. PRD fits into 

a self-improving sector along with

shared regulation and is a core

behaviour of a high quality provider.

LSIS is committed to supporting

PRD groups and Roger was

unambiguous in stating that

providers ‘must own PRD’ through

developing partnerships and building

on their own success. 

Chief Executive, LSIS
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PRD showcase

Joni Cunningham

Redbridge Institute for 

Adult Learning

Joni’s organisation is part of a

proactive group of Adult Community

Learning providers, who have focused

on enhancing the Learner Journey.

The East London group has come

far in embedding PRD within their

organisations through peer reviews

involving larger numbers of staff,

staff networking events and the

creation of a database of peer

reviewers where the right expertise

and skills can be chosen for each

review. They have paired expert

reviewers with reviewers who are

less experienced in each area of

focus so that one can learn the

process from the other. The result 

for the group has been a valuable

report broken down into the stages

of the learner journey and Ofsted

recognition of good Capacity to
Improve.

Jo North

In Touch Care, ALP board member

With two care and three engineering

organisations in her PRD group, 

Jo demonstrated that work based

learning (WBL) companies can

collaborate across sectors and

succeed. The group has built a

positive working relationship through

looking at self-assessment processes

and their quality improvement plans;

this has led them to focus on

common challenges for WBL

providers. The group has thus far

collaborated on a number of projects

including bidding for the learning

innovation grant, embedding the

Framework for Excellence and

Training Quality Standards,

heightening staff awareness of

Equality & Diversity through named

coordinators (ENCOs) and securing

the Diploma in Teaching in the

Lifelong Learning Sector.

Anita Gentry

East Norfolk Sixth Form College

The Eastern/ Norfolk Partnership are

a mixed PRD group made up of

Sixth Form Colleges, GFE Colleges

and a Land Based College. Anita

discussed the group’s unique ‘speed

dating’ approach to review, where

reviewers come together to review

all member organisations over a

series of meetings. The group has

focused on ‘How to add value to

student performance at subject level’

through discussing LAT scores,

interviewing staff who were deemed

good at adding value and, most

rewardingly, interviewing students,

particularly those who do not find

learning easy. Their findings have

prompted them to make improvements

around use of technology, providing

purpose to homework, giving praise

and motivating students; their next

focus will be learner voice. 

To celebrate the progress made in PRD over the past year, three providers from
across the sector shared their experiences and successes. The variety in their
approaches to PRD highlighted the advantage in the flexibility of PRD.
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Workshop: Who needs rigour? A debate
about the ‘standards’ applied to PRD activity

Facilitators: Tony Lau Walker, Kevin Francis & Alison Kay

Key points

The workshop (delivered twice

during the day) debated the issues

concerning rigour in PRD: what it is,

why we need it and how it can be

achieved. The key message from 

the session was that rigour can help

groups gain more value from PRD

and demonstrate this value to

internal and external stakeholders.

Key points made by the facilitators

• Once trust has developed, groups

can move to a more rigorous

structure where openness,

honesty and (constructive)

criticism is highly valued.

• The level and nature of rigour

needed in a PRD group depends

on the internal/ external value

recognition of that group. 

A transparent and rigorous PRD

process can demonstrate the

value of PRD judgments to

external stakeholders e.g.

Governors, CEO, Ofsted. 

A balance needs to be struck

between complete external value

(doing it for Ofsted not for

yourselves) and complete internal

value (and therefore without

adequate challenge).

• PRD does not need to be

conducted in the style of Ofsted. 

It is a different process set in a

different context and therefore

needs different approaches.

• PRD isn’t just about sharing 

good practice; it is about using a

process to share practice, test it,

demonstrate its worth and improve

on it. Rigour provides a challenge

to PRD, it ensures that the group

remains critical and keeps to an

agreed process. In this way rigour

is of great value to external

stakeholders.

The focus groups on this topic held

in February/ March 2009 began the

debate by identifying some

characteristics of rigour at each of

the stages on the PRD cycle, which

were amended and extended in

these workshops. Themes focused

around: 

• Well-defined protocols which

encourage criticism 

• addressing scope 

• refreshing group membership 

• training staff on reviewing 

• triangulating judgements and

giving feedback 

• choosing appropriate skill sets 

• putting robust and transparent

processes in place with action

plans and measurement 

• clear guidelines on scope and

behaviour

• an agreed system for

development. 

Next steps

• The feedback from these

workshops will be used to

inform the development of a

tool on Rigour in PRD which will

be placed on the SfE website

before the end of July.

• The slides from this session 

are now available on the SfE

website at

http://www.excellencegateway.

org.uk/page.aspx?o=sfeevents#

Nationalconference 
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Workshop: Are you making a difference?
Demonstrating the impact of PRD

Facilitators: Patricia Bell, Sharon Young & Tom Milligan

Key points

This workshop (which incidentally

was also the most popular) provided

groups with a deeper understanding

of the meaning of impact and how

their specific PRD activities have

impacted their PRD group, themselves

personally, their organisation and the

learner. Delegates openly shared

practice of their PRD groups in

impact assessment as well as the

learning around some of the issues

of impact measurement. 

The facilitator began the workshop

with some descriptors of the word

impact and the LSIS definition of

impact – “a change in behaviour as 

a result of engagement with PRD

activity”. This notion of a change 
in behaviour was linked to the

outcomes identified in the earlier

PRD showcase presentations, a key

example of impact being capacity to
improve. The discussion moved on

to ways of measuring impact with the

distinction between hard and soft

measures.

Delegates shared their experiences and examples of impact under four

areas. The most pertinent examples were:

The PRD group The organisation

• Value for money through sharing

of expertise, tools and joint

projects

• Transformed management styles

and practices 

• More challenging targets set as a

result of competition

• More rigorous SAR process with

increase in judgment accuracy

• Equality and Diversity good

practice cascaded to other

groups

• Winning of joint contracts

• Improved honesty and trust

resulting in more collaborative

working

• Improved preparation and

positioning for external scrutiny 

• Improved PRD process and

practice

• Improved performance

The individual The learner

• Improvements in individual CPD • Improved tutorials and retention

levels

• Greater confidence to address

issues

• Improved confidence levels for

learners who have participated 

in a PRD Group

• Opportunity for personal

reflection

• Solidarity of group to ensure

young people employed from

apprenticeships 

• Personal reflection leading to

changed behaviour

• Identification of gaps in learning

and negotiated progression routes

Next steps

Delegates will be taking back many examples on the impact of PRD and

the specific ways in which to measure these. In addition, the view was that

baseline impact measures will be established upfront as part of preparing

for the review. The workshop concluded by highlighting the relevance of

timing in the assessment of impact and how over the longer term it will be

easier to attribute change and improvement to specific PRD activities.

• The slides from this session are now available on the SfE website at

http://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/page.aspx?o=sfeevents#National

conference 
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Workshop: How do you ensure the
sustainability of your PRD group?

Key points

PRD groups have long been

discussing sustainability as a

challenge. Moving on from the focus

groups held in November, Chris

Lambert took attendees through the

key components of sustainable PRD

and encouraged them to consider

actions as to how sustainability

challenges can be addressed in their

organisations. 

Sustainability was defined as “the

ability to continue any given activity

into the future within the likely

existing resources of an

organisation, as part of its ongoing

budgetary and management

processes”.

Key points made by the facilitator

included the following:

• Sustainability is not just about

continuation of funding; groups

need to consider the ‘cost’ to their

organisation of not being involved

in PRD

• the flexibility of PRD is key to its

sustainability

• groups need to consider the

effectiveness of working with the

same organisations in comparison

to refreshing members

• groups need to consider if PRD is

person- or process-dependent and

which it needs to be

• demonstrating impact is a must in

order to be sustainable.

Key issues relating to sustainability

shared by the groups included the

following:

• It is crucial to continue involving

new people and organisations in

PRD in order to maintain

motivation and also allow for

succession planning

• SMT buy-in is important but to

ensure sustainability it is vital to

involve staff at all levels e.g. tutors

• commitment of all group members

to the long term vision of the PRD

group is vital

• PRD needs to be embedded in the

organisations’ quality improvement

processes

• there is not a ‘one size fits all’ with

regards to a group’s sustainability.

Suggestions for achieving

sustainability discussed by the

groups included:

• Developing a ‘pool’ of PRD groups

that groups could draw on and

invite to their review depending on

the theme

• building PRD activities into the

organisation’s long term plan

• developing a wide group of

potential reviewers which are

chosen based on their expertise

relating to the theme

• creating cross-sector (i.e. mixed)

groups

• developing a ‘PRD group benefits’

document that can be shared

internally and externally

• evaluating the group continuously

and refreshing group membership

as appropriate.

Next steps

An activity was carried out during

the workshop that participants

found very beneficial. The facilitator

recommended that delegates

carry out specific activities with

their PRD group so that they can

consider how as a group they will

address the sustainability

challenge. The activities can be

accessed through the slides for

the session, now available on the

SfE website at

http://www.excellencegateway.org

.uk/page.aspx?o=sfeevents#

Nationalconference 

Facilitators: Christopher Lambert, David Syson & Julie Mercer
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Workshop: How is PRD meeting the needs
of the smaller provider?

Facilitators: Chris Payne, Alison Pike & Paula Dunkley

Key points

Representatives of smaller providers

from across the sector came together

to discuss outputs of the Smaller

Provider Learn and Share events

held earlier in the year and to

discuss next steps in taking peer

review and peer development

forwards. Key points raised were:

• The importance of supporting

smaller providers who have an

extensive reach and fewer

resources

• the distinction between peer

review and peer development and

the collaborative nature of PRD

• the importance of embedding PRD

activities into an organisation’s

quality improvement cycle

• the possibility of building a ‘PRD

community’ of organisations and

networks who are involved in PRD

to enable new members and the

sharing of practice between

groups.

Delegates shared their approaches

to PRD and looked at how these

activities mapped to the quality

improvement cycle. They discussed

the benefits of collaborative working,

distinguishing review and development

activities and how these can change

and evolve with group maturity as

well as the value of PRD activity and

the potential value to be gained from

extending PRD activity to include

other groups. Delegates also

reviewed a ‘Quick Reference Guide’

which was developed with smaller

providers in mind. 

Important conclusions made by the

group included the following: 

• There is no one way to do PRD;

every organisation is different and

works to different time scales

• mapping PRD activities to the

quality improvement cycle is an

important, but difficult and time

consuming task

• there are other groups of similar

providers practicing PRD who are

a valuable resource to be used

going forward.

Next steps

The delegates will be sent

questions regarding the ‘Quick

Reference Guide’ so that they can

review and provide feedback to

the Support for Excellence team;

they will also be asked to provide

feedback and ideas for the PRD

Community. Finally, an electronic

copy of a toolkit and documents

developed by smaller providers

which were referred to in the

workshop will also be shared 

with them. 

• The slides from this session

are now available on the SfE

website at

http://www.excellencegateway.

org.uk/page.aspx?o=sfeevents

#Nationalconference 
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Workshop: Evolving approaches to PRD:
Does your PRD group need to evolve?

Facilitators: Stan Cowell & David Twiss

Key points

The workshops highlighted a range

of different approaches that have

been identified, from the PRD groups,

during the first 18 months of the

Support for Excellence Programme.

These approaches are, PRD

Standard, PRD Light, Flexible PRD,

Validation Approach, Peer Review

Individual Development and Peer

Development.  A paper explaining

these approaches in detail will be

published on the SfE website shortly.

In the meantime, a quick reference

table with a list of the approaches

and their key characteristics is

available with the slides for the

workshop on the SfE website at

http://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/

page.aspx?o=sfeevents#

Nationalconference. The workshop

also explored the tasks that sit

behind each step of the PRD cycle;

as a result development needs for

PRD groups were highlighted as

next steps.

Key points from the workshop are 

as follows: 

• It is important to consider the

financial and resource implications

when choosing a preferred

approach to PRD, particularly 

in the current economic climate 

• it was clarified that there was 

no preferred approach i.e. one

approach is not better than

another 

• delegates noted that they could

broadly decipher which PRD

approach (see above) they were

following. However, in most

instances, it was a combination of

a few approaches and not a pure

application of one approach

• delegates agreed that it was

important for Peer Reviewers to

have the appropriate skill-set for

conducting a review and giving

feedback. It is preferable for

feedback to be given on the day of

the review. Preparation, and in

some case training, needs to be

used to ensure the correct protocol

is being followed

• It was noted that, at present,

impact measurement is ad-hoc

and going forward needs to be

built-in at an earlier stage in the

PRD cycle. All delegates agreed

that the measurement of impact

will help in ‘selling’ the business

case for PRD (to senior

management) thereby ensuring

that PRD is sustainable within their

own organisations across the

learning and skills sector

• The S7 consortium has developed

a website that has a dedicated

PRD section (www.s7colleges.com). 

The website has a speed dating

section that enables providers to

share good practice and identify

suitable PRD group members (it is

recommended that providers visit

this website). The S7 consortium

noted that they are in the process

of developing a virtual learning

environment; individual member

resources will be available to all

group members  

Next steps

• It was recommended that a

calendar of events is developed

by all PRD groups to ensure a

full programme of reviews and

associated events

• PRD groups were encouraged

to share any documents around

the ‘Development’ and

‘Monitoring and Evaluation’

phases of the PRD cycle and

the SfE programme team

recognised the need for support

materials in this area; this will

help providers develop the PRD

business case and ensure

sustainability

• The slides from this session, 

as well as the quick reference

table of PRD approaches are

now available on the SfE

website at

http://www.excellencegateway.

org.uk/page.aspx?o=sfeevents#

Nationalconference 
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Making connections 

Making connections Topic 1: What do you do that works?

Key points Votes

Facilitator Annette Zera guided delegates through an interactive networking
session called ‘Knowledge Café’, where participants revolved around four tables
each focusing on a different PRD topic. 

Involving learners (as a data source) and as customers 12

A skilled adviser with no baggage and sector expertise 9

Locate and share the free advice and expertise (trusted) 6

within PRD cluster you may be surprised how much there is!

Honesty – culture of open and shared values 3

Small clear themes and concentrate resource on this – clear outcome 2

Clarity in feedback given so specific action points can follow 2

Coordinator to work with the PRD group (money sourced from PRD) 1

Making sure everyone gets something out of it, so get as well as given 1

Focus on what is very relevant to key mission/purpose of organisation 1

Benchmarking – external level playing field 1

Overcoming barriers together (Outside the box! Commitment) 1

Staff involvement in (CPD) training to do the job well

Effective use of funding

Networking opportunities

Cooperation and equal contributions 

All 31 Landbased Colleges involved for improvement/not experience

Cascading – large and small providers 

The topics were chosen to allow delegates to share their experiences and 

the format allowed delegates to spend time on each table making new

acquaintances while noting their thoughts down on the paper tablecloths. 

At the end delegates were asked to sum up the most interesting answers 

and to vote on the answers which were most relevant and true for them.

Making Connections Topic 2: What will you do differently next year?

Key points Votes

Planning for impact, measuring impact 8

More sharing of good practice involving and linking expertise of staff 3

Clear and effective target setting, target approaches to improvements 3

Whole organisation approach – including learners 2

Using PRD members as critical friends 1

Validating the QA process

Succession plans 

Setting clear targets (outcomes – to help measure impact)

Getting Senior Management involved as early as possible

Being reflective

Succession planning

Shared training
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Making Connections Topic 3: How can we keep the challenges and

relationships fresh into the longer term?

Key points Votes

Keep existing groups but network with other PRD groups 17

Challenge = loss of funding may prevent smaller providers 

continuing to engage with the process 4

Focus on impact 4

Crossing the boundaries/involving experienced and less 3

experienced PRD folk at different levels/crossing sectors

Avoid getting too cosy – need critical friends 3

Publicising the impact/continuous process/raise the profile 2

Challenge = time spent on PRD by college leads is not 1

recognised generally across college 

Bringing in different staff within organisations

• Internally to groups

• Ditch those with lack of commitment 1

Changing focus of review groups – more challenging outputs/

outcomes 

Realise the full benefit of PRD working rather than cost

Embedding as part of practice

Challenge = reduced funding (possibly) at a time when impact 

being assessed/evaluated

Keep renewing the passion and drive for Quality Improvement 

and building provider expertise

Themes – ‘what’s in it for me?’ Benefits: individual/organisational 

– positioning the group to realise the benefits for all

Continual measurable success, eg Ofsted endorsing findings

Making Connections Topic 4: What were the surprises from PRD?

Key points Votes

Genuine support and trust – people passionate about making it work 5

Openness/honesty with rigour. Mirror – recognition of own 2

strengths areas for improvement. Broader focus than Ofsted 

Recognising variety of expertise in sector 1

Buy-in – your approach involving all. Your strategy – is it working?

Some reluctance to share

Not challenging enough, reassuring, trust

Flexible PRD group interaction will provide benefits through 

sharing and openness with different providers
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Shaping the future discussion panel

Panel: Paul Eeles (Director, ALP), Julie Mercer (SfE Director, Education & Skills
practice, Deloitte), Bob Powell (Chief Office, Holex), Linda Wilson (SfE Programme
Director, LSIS) and David Collins (President, Association of Colleges)

The panel began with a brief

statement on their view of the benefit

of PRD – now and in the future. 

All were in agreement that PRD 

was beneficial and posed further

challenges to the audience. 

As the representative for ALP who

was also involved in the programme

from its inception, Paul Eeles

admitted that he was delighted when

proved wrong in his initial concern

that PRD may not work for WBL

providers; 217 WBL providers are

currently in the programme. Paul

confirmed that ALP is pleased that

PRD has enabled so much

improvement and has not been

prescriptive. The key issue,

according to Paul, is the link

between regulation and

improvement. 

Julie Mercer has been part of the

SfE programme since the initial

tender and was enthusiastic about

PRD because it uses sector capacity

and celebrates the differences

across the sector. 

As Single Voice board member, 

Bob Powell said he was happy to

see 140 ACL providers currently

active in PRD; he would now like 

to consider options on bringing the

remaining 40 onboard. He also

shared his appreciation for greater

cross-fertilisation between sectors

and different types of organisations.

According to Bob, the focus of the

programme this year has moved

towards development and identifying

impact. His future view for PRD 

is of it being a normal part of 

self-improvement activity and a 

core activity of a high performing

organisation. He asked groups to

think about sustainability, assume 

no funding next year and pressed

the importance of demonstrating

impact. 

For Linda Wilson, her future

challenge was to ensure that the

momentum built around PRD

continues. Linda confirmed that LSIS

is currently considering what they

can afford vis-a-vis budgets and

therefore how they can use PRD to

address other LSIS programme aims

(e.g. addressing the economic

downturn).

David Collins, speaking on behalf of

the Association of Colleges, said that

the AoC are fully supportive of whole

process, believing it to be one of the

most beneficial programmes around.

The hope, according to him, is that

PRD will become core to the sector.

Having seen that the issues

surrounding poor colleges come

down to management and leadership,

he was keen to see PRD tackle

these issues as well. 

The questions put to the panel were

as follows: 

Looking at the professionalisation

of the sector, how is LSIS going to

bring LLUK to the table?

LLUK have fully supported the

development of a peer reviewer

qualification* and are in close

conversation with LSIS on the

National Improvement Partnership

board. Bob Powell added that LSIS

and LLUK are starting to ensure

closer, better and more aligned

integration at the top national strategy

level even if this has not yet filtered

down to delivery.

How can we get non-participating

organisations into the programme?

David Collins suggested that using

basic levers of flexing the amount 

of auditing, funding and inspection

will always work to engage 

non-participants. Linda Wilson, 

in contrast, hoped that this might 

be done by extolling the virtues,

proving the benefits and impacts 

and through PRD group members

bringing in new providers. 

Bob Powell added that by acting as

exemplars, others will get involved.

Julie Mercer considered other angles

of promoting the value of PRD to

others, by using it as a method or

channel to roll out other programmes

or government initiatives. Paul Eeles

concluded that although a valuable

tool, PRD may not necessarily be

practical for all. If it is made

compulsory, it will lose some of 

the magic that makes it so good. 

The lack of drop out is a crucial

demonstration of how well PRD

works. 
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*N.B. Peer Reviewer Qualification

As noted during the conference, 

a qualification at both Level 5 and

Level 7 for those involved in

delivering Peer Review is now

available through the QCF National

Database for Accredited

Qualifications. The Award and the

Certificate may be of interest to any

organisation or groups who wish 

to provide a formal qualification 

for those members of their teams

involved in Peer Review and may

further contribute to the rigour,

impact and sustainability of Peer

Review and Development. The links

for this qualification are:

Level 5:

http://www.accreditedqualifications.

org.uk/qualification/

50057054.seo.aspx

Level 7:

http://www.accreditedqualifications.

org.uk/qualification/

50057066.seo.aspx

City College Norwich will be the

Awarding Organisation for this award

and will act as the External Verifying

Body. If you are interested in

developing this programme and

offering it as a qualification, please

contact Stephanie Mather at City

College Norwich for further

information:

stephanie.mather@ccn.ac.uk
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Concluding remarks and Online Resources

The conference was closed by the co-chairs, Chris Lambert and Chris Payne, 
with thanks to the speakers, organisers, attendees and PRD groups and summing
up the day.

The day ended with an update on

and a request for feedback on the

current draft of the new LSIS user

guide to self-assessment and

improvement planning, which is

currently being developed.  

The consultation draft of the guide 

is available at

http://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/

page.aspx?o=self-assessment-guide.

The East Surrey College film

students will be producing a short

video of the day. Look out for this on

the Excellence Gateway at EGTV.

Soundbites

“Good enjoyable conference – good
pace, interesting discussions.” 

“Interactive and interesting. Case
studies interesting, full of ideas and
not too long.”

“Encouraging to meet so many
passionate people. We want to
engage with other PRD groups and
have a joint PRD group project.”

“PRD has proved to be invaluable 
in improving quality. We need to
continue funding to sustain this –
plus to send the message to
organisations that LSIS values and
places importance on the PRD
process.”

Making Connections

“[We] Made just the connection that
we needed to.”

“A well organised activity that clearly
stimulated discussion and concluded
main ideas.”

Workshops 

“Really gave insight into topic and
lots of ideas to take back to the
group.”

“A very useful session highlighting
the importance of maintaining
balance in PRD activities.”

“Very useful for reflection on our own
peer review group and process.”

Links to Online Resources

Link to the slides and materials from the day on the SfE Website:

http://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/page.aspx?o=sfeevents#

Nationalconference

User guide to self-assessment and improvement planning – Presented 

by Michael Gray: 

http://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/page.aspx?o=

self-assessment-guide

The PRD Resource Centre for shared documents to support your PRD group:

http://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/page.aspx?o=resourcecentre

Ofsted Good Practice Database page on PRD:

http://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/page.aspx?o=167928

LSIS National Improvement Strategy:

http://www.lsis.org.uk/consultation/NISPrinciples/DiscussionFeedbackNew

NIS.aspx

http://www.lsis.org.uk/Libraries/Documents/LSIS023NISconsultation.sflb

Excellence Gateway TV (EGTV) where the East Surrey College film

students conference video will be available in the future:

http://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/page.aspx?o=egtv
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Delegate names Organisation Email address

Haifa Abdul Amir London Borough of Islington haifa.amir@islington.gov.uk

Jackie Adams Middlesbrough Council WBL jacqueline adams@middlesbrough.gov.uk

Alex Akrimi Hadlow College alex.akrimi@hadlow.ac.uk

Carol Arnfield Bromley Adult Education College carol.arnfield@baec.ac.uk

Keith Astrop Tyneside Training Services keith@tynesidetrainingservices.co.uk

Beverley Ball NEETA LTD bev.ball@neeta-ltd.co.uk

Pauline Bateman Warwickshire County Council Adult & Community Learning paulinebateman@warwickshire.gov.uk

Patricia Bell SfE Programme Team jandpbell@btinternet.com

Yolanda Belle Isle Harrow ACL yolanda.belle-isle@harrow.gov.uk

Kerry Boffey SfE Programme Team kerry@alin.org.uk

Sarah-Jane Bowley Locomotivation Ltd Sarahjanebowley2@locomotivation.co.uk

Damian Brant Burton College damian.brant@burton-college.ac.uk

Anna Bridges Northamptonshire County Council ABridges@northamptonshire.gov.uk

Philip Broomhead Riverside Training philip@riverside-training.co.uk

Karen Bruce HMP Frankland karen.bruce@hmps.gsi.gov.uk

Jed Bultitude Otley College jmbultitude@otleycollege.ac.uk

Maggi Butterworth Swarthmore Education Centre maggi.butterworth@swarthmore.org.uk

Paul Cassell St Helens College pcassell@sthelens.ac.uk

Karen Champion B-Skill Ltd karen@b-skill.co.uk

Janet Charlton Nottinghamshire Training Network janet@ntn-wbl.org.uk

Christina Clark GEN II Engineering & Technology Training LTD cclark@gen2training.co.uk

Ian Claussen Leyton Sixth Form College ian.claussen@leyton.ac.uk

Ruth Cole Fareport Training Organisation Limited ruth.cole@fareport.co.uk

David Collins AOC, South Cheshire College d-collins@s-cheshire.ac.uk

Maureen Comiskey Mantra Learning maureen.c@mantralearning.co.uk

Sue Cook Strode College scook@strode-college.ac.uk

Harry Corrigan Employment and Disability Service hcorrigan@northamptonshire.gov.uk

Stan Cowell SfE Programme Team stancowell@btinternet.com

Claire Cronin Leicester CC claire.cronin@leicester.gov.uk

Joni Cunningham Redbridge Institute of Adult Education joni.cunningham@redbridge-iae.ac.uk

Mark Currie Mantra learning lynn.w@mantralearning.co.uk

Jayne Dickinson East Surrey College jdickinson@esc.ac.uk

Wendy Doodson PSC Training and Development Ltd wdoodson@psctraining.co.uk

Terry Downes Lichfield District Council terry.downes@lichfielddc.gov.uk

Paula Dunkley SfE Programme Team paula_dunkley@hotmail.com

Maureen Ealey City of Sunderland Colege maureen.earley@citysun.ac.uk

Paul Eeles ALP peeles@learningprovider.org

Andrew England College of West Anglia aengland@col-westanglia.ac.uk

Tim Etherton LSIS - World Class Skills tim.etherton@lsis.org.uk

Alix Farquhar SfE Programme Team afarquhar@deloitte.co.uk

Sheila Fleming Warwickshire College sfleming@warkscol.ac.uk

Colin Forrest Learning and Skills Council colin.forrest@lsc.gov.uk

Delegate list
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Kevin Francis SfE Programme Team kevinj.francis@btopenworld.com

Lorna Freakley Learning and Skills Council - East Midlands lorna.freakley@lsc.gov.uk

Brett Freeman Woking College bfr@woking.ac.uk

Ian Gardner Sunderland City Council igardner@sunitec.ac.uk

Steven Garschke CITB-ConstructionSkill Steven.Garschke@CSkills.org

Anita Gentry East Norfolk Sixth Form College agentry@enorf.ac.uk

James Glover Strathmore College jim.glover@strathmore.ac.uk

Michael Gray Michael Gray associates Ltd mgrayassociates@btopenworld.com

Claire Griffin Adult Continuing Education, Milton Keynes Council Claire.Griffin@Milton-Keynes.gov.uk

Karen Grist NCYPE kgrist@ncype.org.uk

Wynne Handley BCOT ellie.wilson@bcot.ac.uk

Jan Hanlon South Tyneside College jan.hanlon@stc.ac.uk

Jitinder Hans College of North East London jhans@staff.conel.ac.uk

David Himsworth FFOW davidhimsworth@hotmail.com

Linda Hindson Prince Bishop Agency linda.pba@virgin.net

Kym Hinton South Leicestershire College kym@slcollege.ac.uk

Alison Hodgson Support Training Alison.hodgson@lifeskillscentres.com

Theresa Hoenig Working Men's College denisec@wmcollege.ac.uk

Julie Hughes Nelson & Colne College j.hughes@nelson.ac.uk

Elaine Husselby AFL - Portsmouth City Council elaine.husselby@portsmouthcc.gov.uk

Ged Hynes Stockport Continuing Education Service ged.hynes@stockport.gov.uk

Rebecca Jelf Ufi/learndirect Ltd rjelf@ufi.com

Michelle Jenkinson Avant Partnership michelle@avantpartnership.co.uk

Chrissie Jones Liverpool Community College chrissie.jones@liv-coll.ac.uk

Alison Kay SfE Programme Team alkay@deloitte.co.uk

John Keeler Kent Adult Educattion Service john.keeler@kent.gov.uk

Haseeb Khan SfE Programme Team hkhan@deloitte.co.uk

Diane Koppit Milton Keynes College diane.koppit@mps.gsi.gov.uk

Christopher Lambert City College Norwich c2lamber@ccn.ac.uk

Tony Lau Walker Eastleigh College tlauwalker@eastleigh.ac.uk

Becky Laurence SfE Programme Team blaurence@deloitte.co.uk

David Leahy Gateshead Collective davidleahy@gatesheadcollective.co.uk

Charles Lewis JTL charleslewis@jtltraining.com

Lindsay Libby Westminster Adult Education Llindsay@waes.ac.uk

John Lockyer Liverpool Community College john.lockyer@liv-coll.ac.uk

Jane Lord Blackpool and The Fylde College JLOR@blackpool.ac.uk

Alison Loxton Chesterfield College loxtona@chesterfield.ac.uk

Shivani Maitra SfE Programme Team shmaitra@deloitte.co.uk

Andy Major Learning and Skills Council Andy.Major@lsc.gov.uk

Paul Mangnall City of Stoke On Trent Sixth Form College paul.mangnall@stokesfc.ac.uk

Pam Mason NCYPE pmason@ncype.org.uk

Janet McGready SEEVIC College janet.mcgready@seevic-college.ac.uk
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Delegate names Organisation Email address

Terry McHale Open Door Adult Learning Centre terry@opendoor-learn.com

Carolyn Medlin Fairfield Associates fairfield associates@yahoo.co.uk

Julie Mercer SfE Programme Team julieemercer@deloitte.co.uk

Stephen Miller Barnfield College stephen.miller@barnfield.ac.uk

Judith Miller Rathbone julie.featherstone@rathboneuk.org

Tom Milligan SfE Programme Team tmilligan@deloitte.co.uk

Louise Mitchelmore Homefield College louise.mitchelmore@homefieldcollege.ac.uk

Nick Moore City Lit nick.moore@citylit.ac.uk

Pat Morgan-Webb Morgan-Web Education

Melanie Murdock North Warwickshire and HInckley College melanie.murdock@nwhc.ac.uk

Mary Myers Furness College mary.myers@furness.ac.uk

Linda Norris Medway adult & Community Learning Service linda.norris@medway.gov.uk

Jo North In Touch Care jo.north@intouchcare.co.uk

Ken O'Connell City of Westminster College ken.oconnell@cwc.ac.uk

May O'Keeffe Godalming College mayokeeffe@godalming.ac.uk

Steve Oxlade Reigate College steve.oxlade@reigate.ac.uk

Chetna Patel-Liburd Learning and Skills Improvement Services chetna.patel-liburd@lsis.org.uk

Graham Patrick Landex Graham.landex@btconnect.com

Tony Pattison Stockton Riverside College

Chris Payne SfE Programme Team payne_enterprises@btinternet.com

Richard Pemble Plumpton College richard.pemble@plumpton.ac.uk

Linda Petts Waltham Forest Chamber of Commerce Training Trust lindapetts@trainingtrust.org.uk

Alison Pike SfE Programme Team apike@deloitte.co.uk

Richard Pilkington Stoke-on-Trent College richard.pilkington@stokecoll.ac.uk

Lesley Pink Springboard Bromley lesleyp@springboardbromley.org.uk

Stan Pochron GMLPF stan@gmlpf.net

Lorna Poll A4e LPoll@a4e.co.uk

Julie Pomone SfE Programme Team juliepomone@aol.co.uk

Bob Powell HOLEX holexbp@aol.com

Tony Quartermaine Southwark College tonyq@southwark.ac.uk

Lynne Reay Adult and Community Learning Team - DMBC lynne.reay@dudley.gov.uk

John Rees Boston College john-re@boston.ac.uk

Peter Roberts Oldham Sixth Form College PRS@osfc.ac.uk

Steve Roe Avant Partnership steve@avantpartnership.co.uk

David Roxburgh Learning and Skills Council david.roxburgh@lsc.gov.uk

Heather Saunders Education & Youth Services h.saunders@eys.org.uk

Yvonne Savage Havering college of F&HE ysavage@havering-college.ac.uk

Sue Saxton HMP Bullwood Hall sue.saxton@hmps.gsi.gov.uk

Michael Short Hartpury College mike.short@hartpury.ac.uk

Robert Smith RACC robert.smith@racc.ac.uk

Ian Smith Ofsted

Chris Smith Learning and Skills Council chris.smith1@lsc.gov.uk
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Martha Sparkes Redbridge Institute of Adult Education martha.sparkes@redbridge-iae.ac.uk

Peter Stacey A4e

Sue Street SfE Programme Team sustreet@deloitte.co.uk

David Syson SfE Programme Team dlsyson@googlemail.com

Kurt Taylor Barnsley College k.taylor@barnsley.ac.uk

Annette Temple Guideline annette.temple@cnxnotts.co.uk

Carole Tessier Surrey County Council - Adult and Community Learning carole.t@surreycc.gov.uk

Caroline Thompson HMP/YOI Eastwood Park Caroline.Thompson@hmps.gsi.gov.uk

David Tickle SfE Programme Team david.tickle@lsis.org.uk

Susan Tipton Protocol Consultancy Services stipton@protocolgroup.co.uk

Jo Trump S7 Consortium of Colleges s7colleges@gmail.com

Rosie Twigg Hackney Community College rtwigg@hackney.ac.uk

David Twiss SfE Programme Team davidtwiss@blueyonder.co.uk

Steve Unsworth Winstanley College Steve.Unsworth@winstanley.ac.uk

Jackie Watt South Kent College Jackie.Watt@southkent.ac.uk

Kate Watters NIACE

Jo White Paragon Skills for Industry jo.white@pgon.co.uk

Ann White Mouchel Training Centre ann.white@mouchel-middlesbrough.com

Linda Wilson SfE Programme Team linda.wilson@lsis.org.uk

Barbara Worms Uxbridge College bworms@uxbridgecollege.ac.uk

David Yardley Barnabas Associates david_yardley@yahoo.co.uk 

david.yardley@thehopecentre.org.uk

Joyce Young MCQ joyce@mcq.co.uk

Sharon Young SfE Programme Team sharonyoung@deloitte.co.uk
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